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j It is my nosition that there is no confidence that safe
l disposal of radioactive waste from licensed nuclear fa cilities

will be available by 2007 -2009. It is further held that it
j is unlikely if such safe disposal will ever be,available.

Given enough time, on-site disnosal or storage will prove to.

?

j be unsafe. This last position follows from the two which

j nreceed it. On-site storage can only be useful and safe for a
4

j short period of time ( few decade's). If permanent storage is
] never developed, then the wasto must remain in this on-site
d

j storage beyond this time period, and become leaky and unsafe.

Thio position is taken in resp 6nse to the' U.S. Denartment
of Energy's " Statement of Position" in this prodeeding (Ref.1).

The main thrust of this position is that an acceptable-

means
'

of disrocal for nuclear waste can be found in a mined geological
3

; formation.
;

; Dose rates below background are Significant
,

N

j The Department of Energy (DOE) takes the tosition that
3

; releases from a waste depository with consenuences of a few .
J
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milliren to a few tens of millirem ner year vill be considered

a c centable ( P.ef. 1, nace II-9 ) . If this is applied to t he cresent
a

world nopulation of 4 x 10- people, using the conclusions of

the 1972 BEIR recort (Ref. 2), the conclusion is a steady state

death rate of 2700 to 6600 persons per year. In 100 years

this 'oulo accumulate 270,000 to 660,000 deaths. I Cannot
a.oree that such health effects are acceptable.

This accentance of consecuences of a few tens of millirems
ner vcar dose rate is used by the DOE in its definition of

Isolation for nuclear waste ( 3ef.1, page II-9 ) , . Thi s

definition is therefore rejected. Rather actual consequences will

be asessed.

The Iodine-129 imoact

The total inventory of fission nroducts to be accumulated
by the year 2000 has been estimated by Blomeke and Bond ( Ref 3)

11to be approximately 10 curies. Of this approximately 7000 Curies

will be iodine -129, an amount close -to the' EPA estimate of 1973
( Ref. 4 ) . The DOS sugtects tk t it can Guarantee that the

geological denository will remain intact for 1C,000 years ( P.ef. 1).
This is probably a factor of ten too optomistic, but is still

6very short concared to the 17 x 10 year half life of I-129.

Sunpose tFat the denository remains intact not for a mere 10b years,
6

but for 10 . And then suppose that it k:dt takes a second

million years for the iodine to leak out. This is in keening with

the DOE results of sections II.F.1.4.2.3 and II.F.1.4.3.4 ( Ref.1,
pa ges II-231 and 11-23 5 ) . To nimplify the calcula tion, consider

that the I-129 become uniformly diluted in the stable iodine
lbor the blocchere. I estinate that there may be as much as 10 kilograms

of such stable io. ; no available to the biosrbere. This defines

a minimum concentration, of I-129. The standard x human thyroid
contains 7 milligrans of iodine (Ref 5) . FHom this , the activity

in a standard thyroid can be calculated, and in turn, ust the

methods of ICT "ublications 10 and 2, tbe dose is obtaincu (Ref 6),
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The world nonul ation.is assumed , conservatively , to remain at
its nresent level of 6 billion. Then , the total dose is only

127 nerson-rem ea ch year to the thyroids, inir.ia lly. . 22 Si

Summing this over the totsl decay neriod for the iodine-129,
9results in a total of 3 x 10 ner son-rem to the thyr, ids.

Usins; the method of EPA (Ref. 7) vhich uses the linear,
no'n-threshold theory and tre 1972 SEIR renort (Ref. 2), a

total of 30,000 to LQ,000 thyroid cancers is estimated.

Of these, 500" to 10,000 wou]d be fatal at current rates.

This number of health effects is not considered to be acceptable.
In fa ct this number is compcrable to the EPA estimate for the
entire nuclear industry thru the year 2020 (Ref. 4).

The Uranium-238 Impact

The Interarency Review Group estirate of lLEG'ile nuclear

cnpacity by the year 2000 uould result in 88,600 MT of heavy
mztal discharged as opent fuel ( Ref. 8). Pohl and Kepford |
( Ref. 9, 10) have pointed out t ha t the natural radioactive

( decay leads to the production of radon-222 in large
cua7tities. This matter has been reviewed by Dr. R.L. Gotchy

! of tie I RC staff ( Ref.11) . The uranium in the snent
16fuel vi]l yiela a total of 1.3 x 10 curies of radon-222.

To provide an estimate of tbc health consequences of |
radon releases, the'world populdtions and population distributions I

are assuned to remain at oresent levels. The !!RC suggests that
a releacc of 4,200 curies of radon-222 fron a mine or mill in

the vest will result in 0.023 excess deaths ( Ref.12, page 11, 18).
-6This nrovides a ratio of 6.E x 10 deaths per curie. Thus,

tbo radon rroduced could cause about 6 x 1C dea th s if it all

escaned to the a tmosnhere. This value would be diminished only

by the average fraction of the uranium which remains buried.
If the depository were to be uncovered by erosion the health nnu

conceauonces would be proportional to the time uncovered.
It should be noted that the erosion of the Grand Canyon is twice

.
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as deen no is nlanned for thr ce unstes. Thus, erosion ic not,

totally iv.occible.

Conclucionc:

The DOE position that very small doce rates in the order of

10'millirens acr year , or less is acceptable can lead to

very cerious consecuences, if allo <ed to percist for long
periods of tire. Thic shoule: lead to a new definition of what

is a cceptable. In rarticular, the consecuences of Iodine - 129
are alnoct certainly too large to be acceptable. It would not

be rossitic to guarantee the contdinnent of the waste for

hundreds of nillions of years es this would recuire.

The decay of Urani.:n.- 238 to radon-222 has potentially severe

concecuenecc. !!ere the nsjor factor is what fraction of the tine,

what fraction or the uraniun is close enough to the earth's surface

far the radon to escane into the air before it deccys. Erosion
will tend to uncover tha waste. Erocion uill also tend t o

re-bury it. The averat;e result is unclear, and very ::t site-

cnecific.

for these reasons, any scenario for nuclear vaste

disrocal in a mined geologic disposal site will be unacceptable.

It ic noted that the very long term impacts must be considered.

Footnote 12 of URDC v. USimC , 547 F.2nd 633 (1976) recuires
that consideration be given to the full deto::ificatien period

for the unstes. !.lco Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Comnittee v.

USAEC, ht9 F.2d 1109 at 1115 (1971) mandates a particular

sort of infor nnd decision-making , and sta t,es that if the :b:c

decinion wa s reached procedt. rally, without individualized

concidrration of environncntal factors, it is the responsibility

of the court,s t.o reverre. Thun it it is the resconsibility of

the agencies to not adopt a procedure that all dose rates of

ten nillirenc rer year are accentable, l
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